
FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENT IN KENYA

Kenya's Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) increased by USD bn in Dec , compared with an increase of USD bn in the
previous year. Kenya's Foreign.

Despite these questions which remain unresolved, the law modernises registration procedures and operations
for companies. During the Global Entrepreneurship Summit GES held in Nairobi between July 24 and 26, a
number of international companies announced multi-billion shilling deals that would see the value of FDI
increase substantially this year. The AfDB report indicated that Kenya is increasingly becoming a favoured
business hub, not only for oil and gas exploration, but also for manufacturing, transport and the booming
technology industry. Kenya simplified procedures for business creation, shortened the term of processing,
simplified the process to register property, strengthened access to credit and minority investor protections and
made paying taxes and resolving insolvency easier. The Kenyan government has been actively taking
measures and implementing reforms to attract FDI. After it gained 16 places in the report, and 12 places in the
report, it gained further 19 places in the report , reaching the rank 61st out of countries. Notably, the business
is heavily skewed in favour of the Far East country. Competent Organisation For the Declaration. The special
economic zones and export processing zones benefit from targeted incentives. The development of
public-private partnerships as part of the 'Vision ' strategy should also have a positive influence on FDI
inflows. Obligation to Declare The registration of a company is made through the e-Citizen and must be
followed by the registration for VAT and paid on the KRA online plateform. Mr Ikiara was giving a
presentation to a Japanese business delegation that is in Nairobi to explore investment opportunities. Email
Kenya projects that foreign direct investment will surge to over Sh billion this year riding on renewed investor
interest and confidence in the country's business climate. Nevertheless, numerous obstacles to investment
persist, notably the country's poor-quality infrastructures, skills shortages, instability related to terrorist risk
and political, social and ethnic divisions, ineffective rule of law and corruption. The volume of trade between
Kenya and Japan has, however, grown albeit slowly in the last five years. In , the government announced the
development of the project Kenya Investment Policy to strengthen the creation of an environment conducive
to investment growth. This new law supervises company registration and assigns to counties the registration of
the name and concepts of a company, which cuts costs of registering a company. Speaking at the Kenya-Japan
investment forum in Nairobi on Wednesday, Kenya Investment Authority KIA managing director Moses
Ikiara said the improving business environment coupled with planned, high profile investment forums
continue to attract investors from across the world. The other sectors targeted by FDI are banking, tourism,
infrastructure and extractive industries. However, that clause was suspended. The Mining Law has recently
been amended to limit foreign participation in the oil, gas and minerals mining sectors. The policy provides
for the revision of legislation affecting the entire investment network. As a result, the country made
remarkable progress in the Doing Business ranking published by the World Bank. These monopolies are
almost exclusively limited to infrastructure in the fields of energy, telecommunications and ports. Country
Comparison For the Protection of Investors. However, in , that law was amended in order to increase the
attractiveness of the investment climate in the extractive industries. The Kenyan Government also introduced
the Insolvency Act in in order to improve the legal framework in case of bankruptcy of a company. Kenya
plays a pivotal role in the East African Community, acting as a regional economic hub. The Government has
put in place an extensive programme of privatisation in various sectors, such as food processing, construction,
equipment, education and energy. This rise is related to investments, coming mainly from China, in the mining
and hydrocarbon sectors. Bilateral Investment Conventions Signed By Kenya Procedures Relative to Foreign
Investment Freedom of Establishment The only major sectors in which investment foreign and domestic is
limited are those where state companies still enjoy a legal monopoly. Acquisition of Holdings A majority
holding interest in the capital of a local company is legal in Kenya. Kenya's exports on the other hand have
increased to Sh3. This year, we expect FDI inflows to grow by more than per cent because of an improved
business environment," said Mr Ikiara. It benefits from a strategic geographic location with sea access, a
growing entrepreneurial middle class, a diversified agriculture and expanding services sector, and recently
discovered hydrocarbons resources.


